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We’ve come to expect the unexpected from Blackbird Theater. Now in 
its fourth season, this daring company has treated Nashville to rarely 
produced gems such as G.K. Chesterton’s “Magic” and Stephen 
Sondheim’s “Pacific Overtures.” 

But George Bernard Shaw’s “Man and Superman”? Let’s face it — 
there’s a reason this voluminous classic is seldom seen. After all, the 
complete script runs more than five hours. And then there’s the tricky 
“Don Juan in Hell” dream sequence, which directors often choose to 
cut altogether (or perhaps present as a stand-alone). 

But thanks to some judicious cuts and exceptional performances, 
Blackbird manages to hit all the comedic high notes while honoring 
the play’s heavier philosophical themes. Director Beki Baker finesses 
the streamlined story (Don Juan’s devilish debate remains happily 
intact), which centers on the romantic musings and methods of 
inveterate bachelor Jack Tanner and Ann Whitefield, the beautiful 
woman who’s set her sights on him. 

Blackbird co-founder and artistic director Wes Driver steps into the 
spotlight for the challenging role of Jack. Driver (who teamed up with 
Baker and Dr. Larry Brown to adapt the script) demonstrates 
remarkable command of the language, delivering Shaw’s rich text 
with clarity and vocal nuance. He also uses his considerable height to 
great advantage, with a confident stride and cool stance that befits 
the self-styled intellectual and revolutionist. 

But even the mighty Jack Tanner is no match for Evelyn O’Neal 
Brush’s clever Ann Whitefield. Balancing diabolical charm with 
crackerjack timing, Brush commands the room with little more than a 
bat of her eyes and the swish of her skirts. 

Samuel Whited is delightfully dour as Roebuck Ramsden, an old 
family friend who takes issue with Jack’s newfangled ways. And Kris 
Wente is hilarious as Octavius Robinson, using his wildly expressive 
face to emphasize and punctuate laugh lines. 

Other standouts include Cassie Hamilton (terrific as the headstrong 
Violet Robinson) and Brad Brown (great fun as both the pontificating 
Mendoza and the devil himself). Indeed, the entire cast — which 



includes a number of Lipscomb students — is clearly keyed in to both 
Shaw’s work and Baker’s keen vision. 

Andy Bleiler’s scenic design is nicely detailed, evoking various 
locales, from a proper English manor to hell itself. And Hannah 
Schmidt’s picture-perfect costumes capture the era. Kudos to Bryan 
Thornton for crafting a believable vintage automobile. 

Shaw fans won’t want to miss this rare opportunity to see “Man and Superman” 
on stage. Smart, funny and thoroughly entertaining, it’s exactly what we’ve come 
to expect from Blackbird Theater. 
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